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Stochastic optimization is a framework for modeling problems that involve uncertainty. The framework is called stochastic programming if the probability distribution of the parameter is known. It is called robust optimization if parameters are known within a certain bound only. In many situations, we don’t know the parameter distribution precisely, but have partial statistical information (mean, variance) on the parameters beyond the bounds. The stochastic optimization framework is called distributionally (or moment) robust optimization if decision models are framed to incorporate partial statistical information.

In this talk we will present our recent research on the topic of distributional robust optimization. We will then establish a connection between stochastic programming, classical robust optimization, and distributional robust optimization. Next we will first present a semi-infinite linear programming based approach for generating moment matching scenarios. We will present results on the use of these scenarios in the contact of stochastic optimization. We will next present a cutting surface algorithm for solving semi-infinite convex programs, and apply this algorithm to the geometrical problem of finding the tightest enclosing ellipsoid for enclosing a parametric curve, and a portfolio investment problem modeled as a distributionally robust optimization problem. We will also discuss future research directions that are needed to further develop the proposed methodologies.
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